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Finally, huge thanks to: 

The Outhouse. Dublin for rehearsal facilities and 
all kinds of other support, and for embracing 
this project so enthusiastically.

 

To Dublin Pride for programming the show in its 
development phase. 


To Gay Project Cork, South Tipp and Clonmel 
Community Pride, the Glens Centre, and Birr 
Theatre and Arts Centre, Leitrim Pride and 
Midlands LGBT+ project for such enthusiasm 
and support.


There is a massive historical gap when it comes 
to telling stories about the LGBTQ+ community 
worldwide, and we would love to work more 
with those who have stories to tell, wherever 
they are.


www.actingoutgroup.com

Next up.. 

Acting Out will be presenting a new play, Best 
Served Cold, as part of Dublin Winter Pride.  A 
falling out with his best friend and a random 
meeting in a bar set in train a plan for revenge, 
which quickly escalates, from a prank to 
something much more troubling.


www.ticketsource.eu/actingoutshows 

http://www.actingoutgroup.com


Sean Denyer,  the writer of 25/The 
Decriminalisation Monologues gives us an 
insight into what inspired them.


“ I wanted to write something which marked 
the 25th Anniversary of the decriminalisation of 
homosexuality in Ireland, but wanted to base 
this on the lived experience of ordinary people. 
Mark and Moira’s stories are drawn from those 
of friends or people I’d met. It is easy to forget 
that until very recently gay couples had almost 
no rights. What happened to my friends 
shocked me, but at the time is was not at all 
unusual. LGBT people have been pretty much 
written out of Irish social history. Our present, 
much improved situation, has come about 
largely through the immense bravery and 
courage of those who came before, carrying 
out rebellions that may seem small in the grand 
scheme of things,  but which gradually chipped 
away at old prejudices and shouted out, “I 
refuse to be invisible, I refuse to be less.”


I also wanted to recognise the struggle that 
woman generally faced in Ireland, which was 
only compounded if they were a lesbian too. 
Up until the 1970s, for example, women had to 
resign if they were in the public service and got 
married. They were not entitled to 
unemployment benefit either. Like many LGBT 
people of the time, the woman in this piece is 
bullied and blackmailed, but comes to a 
crossroads. Does she submit to it? Or does she 
fight back? 


It’s been a real privilege to watch the actors 
involved, make these characters real. History 
matters. Reclaiming history matters more.”

25/The Decriminalisation 
Monologues 

By Sean Denyer  

Characters 


Mark	 	 Howard Lodge


Moira	 	 Lesley Ann Reilly


The setting is Dublin in the 1970s and 
Galway in the 1980s.


Directors	 Sean Denyer

	 	 

Producer	 Sean Denyer


Running time: 70 mins with no interval.


www.actingoutgroup.com

@actingoutgroup

Lesley Ann Reilly  

Lesley Ann is a 
teacher, writer and 
actor. Recent roles 
have included Karen 
in, ‘An Unexpected 
Party’ by Simon 
Murphy. Her short play, 

‘Cello’ premiered in the Dublin Gay Theatre 
Fesival in 2019. This is her first time 
performing with Acting Out.


Howard Lodge 

Howard is the Artistic 
Director of Acting 
Out and has directed 
most of their shows 
to date. He is an 
occasional performer 
with the group, 
notably as Clive in, 
‘Tits Up!”  by Sean 
Denyer, at the 

International Dublin Gay Theatre Festival. 
He works as a community drama facilitator 
and teacher at an FE college in Dublin.


